
COLLEGE ESSAY CONSULTANT FEES

Thinking about hiring a college essay consultant? Read this first for info on costs and our no-questions-asked
guarantee.

Schwartz stressed in an interview that he has "never" written an essay for a student, and said that he is "aware
of the reputation of people who do what I do. Rest assured, all referrals are to personally vetted individuals - I
do not receive any renumeration financial or otherwise from these referrals. What is "Comprehensive College
Counseling? Cannot recommend him enough. As for the practical, she found herself wondering whether the
essay was "too good" for someone with the student's grades, and whether it would be obvious that the essay
didn't reflect the student's skills. By identifying their strengths, consultants can also help students write strong
admissions applications and essays, says David Montesano, college admissions strategist at College Match Us
and author of Strategic College Admissions. Students -- many of whom are also paying for private counselors,
sometimes at hefty rates -- are also paying thousands in fees for help on their essays. But most also say that
they know of competitors who do so. Taylor asked. Sklarow's members also, of course, help students with
essays. My specialities include working with students who: are the first in their families to go to college
struggle with anxiety, depression, PTSD, and other mental health issues are empaths a. His website stresses
that the work must be from students. Another bill for the remainder due will be issued when half of the total
counseling hours have been used. Communication Communicate through emails with calls and video chats as
necessary to discuss drafts and ensure that everyone is on the same page. Last year he had 93, including
applicants to business, medical and law schools. Michael S. After discussing personal preferences, consultants
then work with the student one-on-one to look at a variety of college types. Wealthy parents charged in the
case began surrendering to the authorities. It was more focused than the student's writing. Getty Images The
college counselor couldn't help but be impressed with the draft application essay. Additionally, these packages
include financial aid award letter comparisons and explanations. According to Katherine Cohen, CEO and
founder of IvyWise , the average public high school guidance counselor to student ratio is to 1, leaving most
students without individualized attention and plans. It is much better for everyone to be willing to put in as
much time as it takes to produce the best essays possible. He brought out the best in our daughter, encouraged
her to both think different and work very hard. But Reichman said he thinks some college counselors "are
threatened" by EssayDog and its competitors. Revelations about these practices, sometimes only whispered
about, risks breeding more cynicism toward American higher education at a time when elite college
admissions are already under the microscope, with multiple schools facing inquiries into their affirmative
action and legacy admission policies. One essay coach who asked not to be identified said that the equity issue
is obvious. Two or three drafts are typical. The student answered yes -- and the help from a paid essay coach
had been substantial. On ethics, she asked herself and colleagues in a series of emails whether it was proper
for her to let the student submit the essay as his own work. Howard Reichman, president of EssayDog, said his
counselors use "almost a Talmudic approach" with students, asking questions and talking through answers.


